AQUILOPS (uh-QUILL-ops) HAND PUPPET - Page #1

1. Cut around the lower jaw and white center jaw piece, along the dash line only
2. Fold the 2 jaw pieces back
3. On the white center piece fold the 2 tabs back at the solid lines
4. Tape the tabs to the inside of each jaw piece
5. Punch attachment holes where indicated by 2 black dots at the bottom back of the jaws
6. Cut finger loops, bend and tape to make a cylinder (for your fingers)
7. Tape one finger loop inside the top part of the skull and tape the other loop to the inside of the lower jaw (your finger will look like its tongue!)
8. Attach the upper skull/jaw piece and lower jaw piece by aligning the punched holes and inserting brads/split pins
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1. Cut around the skull along the dash line
2. Fold and tape the top edges of the skull together
3. Punch attachment holes where indicated by 2 black dots at the bottom back of the jaws
4. Cut out finger loops on page #1, bend and tape together to make a cylinder (to fit your fingers)
5. Tape one finger loop inside the top part of the skull and tape the other loop to the inside of the lower jaw (your finger will look like a tongue!)
6. Attach the upper skull/jaw piece and lower jaw piece by aligning the punched holes and inserting brads/split pins
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